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Abstract In 2005 the h index was proposed to reflect 
individual researchers’ output in terms of publications 
and citations. However, this intergral indicator is not 
normalized for age and subject category, and therefore 
comparisons between researchers differing in academic age 
and professional background are impossible. To overcome 
the limitations of the h index, we propose alternative 
metrics, which are based on the percentile approach.
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Researchers rarely receive scientific awards and prizes. 
Successful researchers are usually awarded for scientific 
discoveries and achievements in the distant past, and 
there is always a dilemma of quantitatively evaluating 
implications of research.

In natural and life sciences bibliometric indicators have 
become indispensable tools for measuring individual 
researchers’ performance. These indicators quantitatively 
reflect the weight of publications and citations. Ideally, all 
publications and their citations should be included in the 
evaluation. However, it is hardly possible to reliably assess 
the citability of the most recent publications, which need 
some time to collect citations. Depending on the subject 
category, citations of a publication reach their peak level 
within two to three years and thereafter steadily decrease. 
This is particularly true for chemistry, physics, biology, 
biomedicine, and clinical medicine.1

Concrete steps for bibliometric evaluation of individual 
researchers have been made in the past decade. In 2005 
the h index was proposed to reflect individual researchers’ 
output in terms of publications and citations in one integral 
indicator.2 Before 2005 the number of publications and 
citations had been counted separately. The h index rapidly 
attracted much attention and became a subject for research.3 
It is now displayed as an individual indicator in Web of 
Science, Scopus and Google Scholar.

The h index has its advantages and disadvantages. The 
main advantage is that it is easy to calculate, provided there 
is a list of papers and their citations in descending order. 
However, the index is not normalized for age and subject 
category, and therefore comparisons between researchers 
differing in academic age and professional background 
are impossible. To overcome the limitations of the h index, 
quite recently alternative metrics have been proposed.4 
The new indicators are based on a percentile approach (a 
relative scale between 0 and 100) where only publications 
with a percentile less than or equal to 10 are counted. It 
takes into account the number of a researcher’s publications 
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belonging to the 10% most-cited publications in a certain 
field and publication year (Ptop 10%). The percentile approach 
assesses the impact of a publication compared to others in 
the same subject category and publication year. Using the 
distribution of citation frequencies (sorted in descending 
order), all publications in the same subject category 
and year as the publication in question are broken down 
into percentile ranks. The lower the percentile rank of 
a publication, the more citations it received (in InCites, 
Thomson Reuters). The percentile of a publication in 
question is determined using the distribution of percentile 
ranks across all publications. For example, a value of 10 
means that the publication in question is among the 10% 
most-cited publications; the other 90% of publications have 
less impact.

The percentile approach of standardizing citations allows 
comparing the impact of publications from different subject 
categories and publication years. Another advantage of the 
new approach is that it does not set an arbitrary threshold 
to determine publications with a high citation impact. 
Earlier the arbitrary use of the h index was criticized,5 and 
the development of thresholds based on empirical analysis 
and subject category was suggested.6

Ptop 10% can be defined as the number of highly cited or 
excellent publications which belong to the 10% most cited 
publications in a certain subject category and publication 
year.7 Eugene Garfield’s words of wisdom are appropriate 
to recall here: “A highly cited work is one that has been 
found useful by a relatively large number of people, or in a 
relatively large number of experiments”.8

To compare the number of Ptop 10% with an expected 
value, it is possible to calculate the proportion of Ptop 10% in 
a researcher’s publication set (PPtop 10%). Such a comparison 
with an expected value is impossible in case of the h index. 
The expected value of PPtop 10% is 10%. In other words, if 
a random sample of publications of a researcher is to be 
picked from the Web of Science or another database, it is 
expected that 10% of these will belong to the 10% most cited 
publications in a certain subject category and publication 
year.7 PPtop 10% has already been regarded as the most 
important indicator in the Leiden Ranking of universities 
by the Centre for Science and Technology Studies (Leiden 
University, The Netherlands).9

In principle all indicators of individual researchers 
should be age-normalized. In the same way as Jorge Hirsch 
proposed the m quotient for the h index,2 we propose the 
number of years as an active researcher (Ptop 10% quotient) to 
normalize Ptop 10% for age. As a good example, the cumulative 
impact of a researcher’s publications can be weighed by 
correcting for years since completion of his/her doctoral 
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studies.10 When the number of years as an active researcher 
is counted, the Ptop 10% quotient is therefore corrected not 
just for the publication year and subject category, but also 
for age.

Finally, we would like to point out that the evaluation of 
an individual’s performance should not be based on a single 
indicator. Bibliometric indicators should be complemented 
by other parameters (eg academic duties, mentoring, patents, 
speaker invitations, international contracts, awards).11 Such 
a complex approach is especially important for humanities, 
communication and social sciences, where the use of the 
current bibliometric indicators is unsatisfactory.11
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